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Belkin INC013VFSGY interface hub Thunderbolt 4 40000 Mbit/s
Black, Grey

Brand : Belkin Product code: INC013VFSGY

Product name : INC013VFSGY

- 4x Thunderbolt 4 Ports for extended connectivity
- Up to 40 Gbps data transfer speeds
- Monitor support for dual monitors up to 4K at 60Hz, or a single 8K at 30Hz
- Power Delivery up to 96W for charging connected device
- Up to 15W downstream charging
- Daisy chain up to 6 Thunderbolt-equipped devices
- Overcurrent protection
- 150W power supply unit included
- Thunderbolt 4 Certified
- USB4 Compliant
Connect, Thunderbolt 4, 5-in-1, 40 Gbps, PD 96W, USB4

Belkin INC013VFSGY interface hub Thunderbolt 4 40000 Mbit/s Black, Grey:

Optimize your workstation with a compact 5-in-1 hub solution to connect all your devices, charge
lightning fast, and transfer data 8x faster than USB 3.0.
Belkin INC013VFSGY. Host interface: Thunderbolt 4, Hub interfaces: USB 4 Type-A, Thunderbolt 4, USB
3.2 Gen 2 (3.1 Gen 2) Type-A. Data transfer rate: 40000 Mbit/s, Maximum refresh rate: 60 Hz, Product
colour: Black, Grey

Ports & interfaces

Host interface * Thunderbolt 4

Hub interfaces * USB 4 Type-A, Thunderbolt 4, USB
3.2 Gen 2 (3.1 Gen 2) Type-A

USB 3.2 Gen 2 (3.1 Gen 2) Type-A
ports quantity 1

Thunderbolt 4 ports quantity 4
Ports quantity * 5

Features

Data transfer rate * 40000 Mbit/s
Maximum refresh rate 60 Hz

Features

Product colour Black, Grey
USB Power Delivery
USB Power Delivery up to 150 W
Overcurrent protection
HD type 8K Ultra HD
Number of displays supported 2

System requirements

Mac operating systems supported
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